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Summary 

The artificial heartvalves used nowadays have some unpleasant 
properties, like distruction of red blood cells and pressure 
drop. To bypass these difficulties the WFW department wants to 
produce a more lifelike artificial aortic valve. 
A normal healthy aortic valve consists of 3 leaflets. These 
leaflets are connected onto the aortic surface in such a way 
that the blood can flow with neglectable resistance from the 
heart into the aorta. If the flow tends to reverse, the flow 
and pressure in the aorta causes the 3 leaflets to tighten 
onto each other. This way the aorta is closed and the blood 
can not flow back into the heart. 
The idea is to make the artificial heart valve as a fiber re- 
inforced cylinder of a rubber material. This fiber reiforce- 
ment is needed to make a flexible valve which has enough stif- 
fness in the closed possition, so the valve has an acceptable 
life time. This cylinder is later shaped in the final geometry 
of the artificial valve, after which the rubber matrix is cu- 
red. 
In order to forestall expensive and time taking experiments it 
is wished to make computersimulations on testing models. A 
program called VALVE with which the fiber layout can be 
created is available. In this program the position of the fi- 
ber on the cylinder is calculated. 
The goal of this project is to write a program which extracts 
the data about the fiber layout from the VALVE program and add 
it to a MARC input file. This has resulted in a program ADDFIB 
which converts the data obtained from the (slightly adapted) 
VALVE program and inserts it in the MARC input file as compo- 
site blocks. However the program needs some changes to make it 
of better use for the research project "development of artifi- 
cial heart valvesL1, it functions properly for complete conical 
shaped models. 



I n t r o d u c t i o n  

CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Artificial aortic valve 

This practical work project is a contribution to the research 
project lldevelopment of artificial heart valves”. Heart valve 
prosthesis are used for the replacement of diseased heart val- 
ves. 
Currently there are three different types of heart valve pros 
thesis’ : 
First there are the mechanical prosthesis, in which a ball, 
disc or rigid leaflets regulate the blood flow. These prosthe- 
sis have a long lifetime, but they interfere with the natural 
blood flow, damage red blood cells and have a considerable 
drop in pressure over the valve. 
Secondly biological leaflet valve prosthesis are used. These 
valves allow a more natural blood flow but have a relatively 
short lifetime due to tissue failure. 
At last there are artificial leaflet valves in which the leaf- 
lets are made from synthetic materials. They have the same 
advantages and disadvantages as the biological leaflet prost- 
hesis, but an additional advantage is that the synthetic leaf- 
lets can Se made in any geometrical shape. 
The research carried out at the WFW section is focussed on the 
production of an artificial aortic valve which functions in 
the same way as the natural aortic valve. The leaflet valves 
mentioned above have a geometry quite similar to natural aor- 
tic valves. The problem with these artificial valves however 
is the short lifetime of the valves. Failure occurs because of 
the unfavourable mechanical stress situation in the opened and 
closed situation of the artificial valve. 
One of the natural stress reducing mechanisms is fiber re- 
inforcement of the leaflets. The fiber reinforced structure of 
the aortic valve leaflet combines a high degree of mobility 
during opening and closing with great strength and stiffness 
in the closed situation. 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The goal of this project is to add a Matlab generated fiber 
layout to a MARC generated cylindrical shaped matrix. This 
fiber reinforced cylinder will be the initial shape of the 
manufactured artificial aortic valve. 

1.2 Need of connection valve-FEM 

The initial shape is made on a machine which is designed for 
this purpose. First the matrix is made by laying down several 
layers of an EPDM rubber, which has a very promissing in-vitro 
biocompatibility’. Later the fiber is laid down on the matrix. 
The laying down of the fiber is controlled by the Matlab pro- 
gram VALVE. 
Later this fiber reinforced conical shaped cylinder, which is 
the initial shape of the artificial aortic valve, is transfor- 
med into the final geometry and cured in this state. Now it is 
possible to test the valve. The most important value to test 
is the resistance to fatigue. 
If the product can be implemented in a Finite Element Method 
(FEM) program however, it will be much easier and faster (and 
as a result cheaper) to develop the optimal geometry and fiber 
layout of the fiber reinforced artifial aortic valve. The ini- 
tial cylinder is implemented in a FEM program and transformed 
into the final shape of the valve, as is done in practice be- 
fore curing. 
Now simulations can be performed. By this simulations it can 
be decided whether it is useful to produce the real artificial 
valve and do tests on the real product. 
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VALVE 

CHAPTER 2 

VALVE 

2.1 Introduction 

The Matlab program VALVE is developed to designed a fiber lay- 
out. This layout is stored in a file which is used by the pro- 
gram that controls the machine in the laboratory. This machine 
which lays down the fiber on the matrix. The program controls 
t w o  electric motors, which control the rotating velocity and 
the velocity of the eye (Figure 2.1) in the axial direction.3 

9. 

Figure 2.1: Model of the 

1. winding cylinder 
2. cylinder to press the fiber 

in the inembrane 
3. motor for driving the winding cylinder 
4. motor for controlling the eye 
5. fiber 
6. fiber layout on the cylinder 

7. eye 
8. pivot 
9. bobbin with fiber 

winding procedure4 

The program can add a sinus shaped function to linear lines 
over the height of the cylinder4. The sinus shape has exactly 
three periods over one rotation of the cylinder, in which the 
final three leaflets already can be recognised. This results 
in layouts like the one shown in Figure 2.2. 
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VALVE 

2.2 output of VALVE 

The output of VALVE is written by a subroutine of VALVE. An 
ASCII-file contains the velocities of the two motors mentioned 
earlier. 

. -  
-20 -15 

Figure 2.2: Fiber layout created with VALVE 

For this project an option to write the position of the fiber 
is added to this subroutine. The layout is already available 
in a matrix. This matrix contains the coordinates of a by win- 
ding fixed number of points (resolution). The resolution can 
be determined in the beginning of the VALVE program. When a 
name is given for the storage of the coordinates going with 
the fiber layout, the coordinates are first converted into 
cylindrical coordinates. As the radius is the same for all 
layout points, two coordinates for given radius are sufficient 
to determine all layout points in cylindrical coordinates. 
Then the file needed to add the fiber to the MARC input file 
is written. This file contains the number of layout points, 
the radius of the cylinder and the layout phi and z coordina- 
tes for all layout points. 
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MARC 

CHAPTER 3 

3.1 Introduction 

MARC is an all purpose finite element program. With a pre-pro- 
cessor like Mentat it is very easy to make a model, which can 
be analysed by MARC, resulting in deformation or failure as a 
result of certain loads. MARC is very useful for non-linear 
equations, which will be necessary in our case, for we want to 
put a quite complex load on our model. 

3.2 Input for  MARC 

The input for MARC can be generated using Mentat. This pre- 
processor generates an ASCII data file which must have the 
extension dat. A MARC input file roughly consists of the fol- 
lowing blocks: 

-Initializing parameters 
-Connectivity 
-Coordinates 
-Material definitions 
-Geometrical properties 
-Load definitions 
-Wanted characteristics 
-Solving- method parameters 

To add the fiber layout and shape the geometry of the cylinder 
in resemblance with the laboratory model, some blocks have to 
be changed or extended. The original shape, given by the coor- 
dinates of the nodes can be changed in any cylindrical or co- 
nical shape. This results in a new coordinates block. As a 
result of adding the fiber the material assignments will be 
extended. 

3.3 Requirements for the input file 

The ADDFIB program which will be discussed later needs a cy- 
lindrical mesh. If the mesh in the MARC input file is conical, 
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MARC 

it will be considered to be cylindrical with a constant radius 
equal to the radius of node 1. The ADDFIB program requires the 
bottom of the cylinder to be in the x-y plane, while the top 
is parallel to this plane. The axis of the cylinder must coin- 
cide with the positive z axis. 
Further more the order of the elements and the nodes is very 
critical. The elements with the lowest number must be on the 
bottom of the cylinder like in Figure 3.1, with increasing 
element numbers in the positive (right turning) orientation 
according with the positive z-axis. The very next element af- 
ter this ring is filled, must be exactly above the first ele- 
ment, and so on. Also the nodes must have this order, so the 
nodes with the lowest number are on the bottom of the cylin- 
der. The connectivity must start in the lower left corner seen 
from the outside of the cylinder and end in the upper left 
corner of the element, so the connectivity starts with the 
lowest node number of the element. 

Figure 3.1: Requirements for the inputfile 
{n =number of elemenís in a ring) 

The material definition of the fiber material must have mate- 
rial number 1. The material definition of the matrix material 
must be material number 2 and must be the last material defi- 
nition in the MARC input file. The material properties may not 
be directly assigned to any element. To prevent the material 
properties data from being lost when the input file is saved 
by Mentat, a composite definition composed of both matrix and 
fiber must be added to a random element. This composite block 
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MARC 

will later be removed by the ADDFIB program and replaced by 
the correct material assignments. 
The loads will be unchanged by the ADDFIB program and thus 
must already be implemented in the right way using the Mentat 
preprocessor . 
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Material model 

CHAPTER 4 

MATERIAL MODEL 

In MARC it is very easy to define composites. The properties 
of such composites can vary per element. It is possible to 
define the layer thickness as an absolute value, as well as 
relative to the element thickness defined in the geometry b 
lock. ADDFIB calculates and writes the absolute thickness of 
the layers. 
Actually we are not working with composites, but with a single 
anisotropic fiber. We can however model this fiber as a compo- 
site layer of an anisotropic material. In that case the direc- 
tion of material properties of the composite layer must be 
oriented in the direction of the fiber in this element. The 
default zero degree ply angle for a composite ply is defined 
from the first node of the element to the second node. The 
orientation angle is measured in the tangent plane. The angle 
is positive in the right turning direction of the surface nor- 
mal. 5 

k 
T- 

a b 

Figure 4.1: a) matrix element with fiber b) matrix element with composite layer 
L =length element; W= width element; H=thickness matrix 
D=diameter fiber; Th =modelated thickness fiber composite layer 
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Material model 

It is also possible to define multiple composite layers, if 
the fiber crosses the specific element more than once. 
In Figure 4.1 an example of a representation of a real element 
with a fiber is depicted next to the resulting model. 
In this model the thickness H of the matrix layer is the actu- 
al thickness of the rubber cylinder. The thickness of the fi- 
ber layers is defined as follows: 

In this formula A is approximated by (L+W)/2 ,  because Lfi, is 
not readily available. The fiber layer thickness is calculated 
only once for element one to save calculation time, under the 
assumption that the fiber layer thickness varies little. If 
this is not the case and the variation of the cross-section 
surface has a significant influence on the result, this has to 
be changed in the program. Then the assumptions made in the 
formula for the fiber layer thickness are probably not accura- 
te enough and have to be changed to. 
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ADDFIB 

CHAPTER 5 

ADDFIB 

5,l Used programming languages 

The goal of this project is to transport data created by a 
Matlab program into the finite element program MARC. The input 
files for ADDFIB are generated by the Matlab program VALVE 
(fiber layout) and Mentat (MARC input file), which creates a 
new input file for MARC containing the fiber, To add the fiber 
layout to the MARC input file both arithmetic and data manipu- 
lation actions have to be performed. 
ADDFIB is programmed in Matlab. In this program the data of 
the fiber layout generated by VALVE can be read relatively 
simple. Matlab is also very useful for the calculation of the 
values needed for the MARC input. 
Standard UNIX programming languages are used for data manipu- 
lation. (N)AWK programs are used for cutting the MARC input 
file into useful parts. AWK is a C-similar programming langua- 
ge in UNIX which makes it possible to perform certain actions 
when a specified expression is found'. SED (Stream EDitor) 
programs are very useful when data has to be substituted7. SED 
programs are used to get the coordinates and connectivity 
block in the right format. 

5.2 Working of ADDFIB 

Data manipulation of input: 
VALVE, which creates the fiber layout, is adapted in such a 
way that a file is written which directly can be read by ADD- 
FIB. The MARC input file created by Mentat however has to be 
changed before the right information is available. An AWK pro- 
gram is used by ADDFIB to devide the MARC input file in sever- 
al smaller files. The node coordinates, connectivity and geo- 
metry are written to distinct files, the composite block(s) 
are removed. The file with the coordinates has to be converted 
by a SED program to make ADDFIB capable of reading it. 
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ADDFIB 

First the number of characters used for the mantissa is made 
the same for all coordinate values by a SED program. Doing 
this an error of maximal 10 can occur for values between O 
and 10.’. Successively distinct SED programs put the coordina- 
tes and connectivity in the right format. Now Matlab can read 
the coordinates and connectivity as matrices. 
Further more some input values have to be given to the pro- 
gram, such as thickness of the matrix, diameter of the fiber, 
how you want to fit the two cylinders to each other and whe- 
ther you want a cylindrical or a conical shape. Now all input 
VALVE needs is readily available. 

Calculation: 
The data of the fiber layout is already in cylindrical coordi- 
nates available in the fiber layout file. The angles (phi) 
however have to be converted into values in the range O-2pi. 
This is needed to make comparisons later on, knowing that phi 
=phi+k*2pi (k=0,1,2,. . . )  . The coordinates of the nodes have to 
be changed from Carthesic coordinates into cylindrical coordi- 
nates. It is easy to work in cylindrical coordinates, because 
only the phi and z coordinates are relevant, so calculations 
can be performed in 2D. The problem with these cylindrical 
coordinates is that the O-2pi crossing has to be taken into 
account. 
Now the angles of the fiber in an element can be calculated. 
First the intersections of the fiber with the element edges 
are calculated and stored in a matrix. This can be done in 2D. 
As the fiber is a single continuous fiber, the program can 
follow the coordinates of the fiber. The intersection calcula- 
ting routine consists of the following steps: 
First the routine is initialised. The element containing the 
first layout point is searched. This point is considered to be 
the first intersection point. 
Then the next layout point that occurs outside the element of 
the first intersection point is searched. A linear line is 
composed between those two layout points. For all elements 
which are crossed by the linear line, the intersections of the 
line with the element edges are calculated. This action starts 
in the element that contains the first layout point and goes 
on until the element containing the second layout point is 
reached. 
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ADDFIB 

When this element is reached, the first intersection point of 
the fiber with the element edge is calculated. Now the next 
layout point outside this element is searched. Again a linear 
line is composed and the second intersection point is calcula- 
ted. The new linear line is followed again until the last se- 
arched layout point is reached. An example of this routine is 
graphically displayed in Figure 5.1. 

- _  - new fiber l a y o u t  
_ _  = original f i b e r  l a y o u t  

- - l i n e a r  l i ne  

o l a y o u t  po in t  
X i n t e r s e c t i o n  p o i n t  

linear line/element edge 

Figure 5.1: graphical example of the intersection calculating routine 

Now the angles can be calculated in 3D quite fast. The 3D in- 
tersection points are composed out of the 2D calculated phi 
and z coordinate. 
The angle of the fiber is calculated as followed (for defini- 
tion of variables see Figure 5.2): 

x=Rsin$  y=Rcos$ 
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ADDFIB 

dz @=arctan(-) dW 

In Figure 5.2 an example of an element with a fiber represen- 
ted by the line a-b is represented. In this example the object 
has a conical shape. 

22 

z1 

a =first intersection point 
b =second intersection point 

(Y =angle fiber 
p =conical angle 
Z, =height at bottom element 
R, =radius at bottom element 
Z, = height at top element 
R,=radius at top element 

Figure 5.2: representation of an element witlz a fiber 

Now all the values we need are calculated and the new MARC 
input file can be made. 

Data manipulation output: 
ADDFIB writes several new files, which will constitute the new 
MARC input file when combined with files containing parts of 
the original MARC input file. The first new file is a file 
with the coordinates. After the values are written in Matlab 
floating point representation, this file is adapted by a SED 
program to put it in the right format for MARC. Secondly a 
file is written containing three blocks. In the first block 
the matrix material is assigned to the elements without a fi- 
ber running through. Then in the second block the fiber is 
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ADDFIB 

added by means of composite blocks. At last the new thickness 
is written in the geometry block. These files are recombined 
so the final MARC input file, containing the fiber and with 
the right geometry, appears. 
At last all dummy-files are removed and the ADDFIB program 
ends. while the resulting data is in result.dat, ready for 
use 

Demo : 
If lldemo" is typed when ADDFIB requests the name of the file 
containing the fiber layout, ADDFIB will run on a demo case. 
Demo is used as the file with the fiber layout. This layout 
has 20 windings and standard resolution. Demo.dat is copied 
into result.dat as the MARC input file. This file contains a 
mesh with 10x10 elements. The translations of the nodes on the 
bottom of the cylinder are constrained. A nodal load of 0.9 in 
the global z direction is submitted at the top of the cylin- 
der. The first material is an orthotropic material which is 
representative for the fiber which is used in the experiments. 
The second material is an isotropic material which is repre- 
sentative for the rubber matrix which is used in the experi- 
ments. 
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R e s u l t s  and d i s c u s s i o n  

CHAPTER 6 

Results and discussion 

The p_rogram produces two plots. Examples can be found in ap- 
pendix A. The first plot is made when all data has been trans- 
fered into cylindrical coordinates and the two surfaces have 
been projected onto eachother. The plot contains the mesh from 
the MARC input file and the original fiber layout produced by 

The second plot is made when all intersections are calculated. 
It contains the mesh, original fiber layout and the fiber lay- 
out that results when a line is drawn through the intersection 
points (so this is the approximated fiber layout). To make the 
plot better readable it is presented in 2D. From the plot in 
appendix A it can be seen that the original and the approxima- 
ted fiber layout differ very little, if there are enough ele- 
ments. This was to be expected looking at Figure 5.1. Here we 
can see that the original and the approximated fiber layout 
coincide in the elements which do not contain a layout point. 
If there are many elements and little layout points (resoluti- 
on fiber layout is relatively low) , the original and approxi- 
mated fiber layout are practically the same. 
Finally the program creates an adapted MARC input file which 
can be run by MARC: result.dat. 
The two plots which are created when ADDFIB is run on the demo 
case with r=11 at the bottom and r=12 at the top, are in ap- 
pendix A. In this appendix also a plot with the displacements 
in the z-direction is to be seen. This plot is made using Men- 
tat as postprocessor. In this plot it can be seen that the z 
displacements have 3 minima and 3 maxima at the top of the 
cylinder. This is logical, while there are three regions in 
the direction of the load where the angle of the fibers is 
about zero, and three regions where the direction of the fi- 
bers is more in the direction of the load. In these regions 
the material will have a higher E-modulus and so have a smal- 
ler displacement in the z-direction. 

VALVE. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions and recornendations 

After testing the ADDFIB program with several input files it 
appeared that the program works as should be expected for in- 
put files which are not to large. The speed of the program is 
only high for a small input file from VALVE ((10 windings, 
standard resolution) and few elements (<200). If larger input 
is used, the program will take probably over 10 minutes. 
The program is made for the Mentat I1 V2.1 version. MARC input 
files made by other versions of Mentat will give problems, 
because the options are written in capital letters which won't 
be recognised by the AWK programs. Other versions also can use 
other coordinate formats which results in failure of the SED 
programs . 
When a mesh is used with 10.000 elements or more it appeared 
that some problems arise. Because the node numbers need 6 cha- 
racters, there are no spaces between the node numbers in the 
connectivity. This problem is solved with an extra SED pro- 
gram. The same kind of problem arises just below the coordina- 
tes option in the MARC input file. Because there is no space 
between the 3 (for 3D coordinates) and the number of nodes, 
the AWK program which cuts the input file in pieces fails. 
This can be prevented by adding a space right after the 3 be- 
fore running ADDFIB. Later the space in the new input file 
must be removed before running MARC. 

The cylinder for which the ADDFIB program is used is a very 
simple model. ADDFIB makes it possible to make the cylinder 
conical. To make the computer model more like the real model 
some additional options are prefered. 
The real model has a nylon cylindrical rim. On this rim the 
the rubber/fiber part is attached. This part has a conical 
shape. To implement this in the computer model, ADDFIB needs 
some changes: 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

First the matrix material number needs a higher number, so the 
nylon material properties can be added. The matrix material 
must remain the last in the material properties definition 
list. 
Further more the loops over the elements must be restricted to 
the elements in the rubber/fiber part. This way the nylon part 
will remain cylindrical, and the bottom of the fiber layout is 
considered to be at the nylon/rubber transition. 

Because of symmetry it is sufficient to do tests on 1/6 of the 
cylinder. As ADDFIB needs the whole cylinder to calculate the 
intersections of the fiber with the element edges, 5/6 of the 
calculation time in ADDFIB and MARC is redundant. It would 
save a great deal of time and machine capacity if ADDFIB would 
select the needed 1/6 of the fiber layout, and neglect the 
remaining 5/6. This can be done by changing the internal vari- 
able dpi in 1/6*dpi. Doing this there will occur problems with 
the continuouty of the fiber at phi=1/6*dpi. Because of this 
problem the intermm subroutine of ADDFIB must be changed. If 
this is done we still have a comlete cylinder with a fiber 
added to only 1/6 of the cylinder. It is probably the most 
convenient to model only 1/6 of a cylinder in the MARC input 
file on which ADDFIB operates. In this model the by symmetry 
resulting boundary conditions can already be implemented. If 
this is done, also the ana.m subroutine of ADDFIB has to be 
changed, which converts the Carthesic coordinates of the nodes 
into cylindrical coordinates 
If non-rectangular elements are desired, also the inter .m sub- 
routine has to be altered. To calculate the intersections 
fast, the routine considers the element edges to be strictly 
horizontal or vertical. If this is not the case, the edges of 
the elements must be considered as (linear) lines which are 
crossed by the fiber. For this purpose lines must be composed 
in inter.m for the element edges. 
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APPENDIX A 

Demo p l o t s  
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APPENDIX B 

Block diagram ADDFIB program 

DEFINING INPUT PARAMETERS KEYBOARD 

result.da t DE.VIDING MARC INPUT FILE 

4 CDAT 

progal ADAT 
i, CONN 
+ COQR 

). b.dat 

COORA 

b.dat REMOVE LASTLINE proga2 + B.DAT 

CONN 

). CHANGE FORMAT COORDINATES progsl + mor 

mm 

mor 
geom 

3i, 

LOAD NEEDED FILES 

CHANGE FORMAT CONNECTIVITY progs4 + mnn 

I 
I I 

REDEFINE PHI VALUES O-2PI ana.m 

layout-file LOAD FIBER LAYOUT 

1 PROJECT SURFACES 
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CALCULATE INTERSECTIONS 

CHANGE GEOMETRY EYSOAIIT) 

interm 

I SHOW MESH AND LAYOUT (3D) 

SHOW ORIGINAL AND NEW LAYOUT (2D) sh0wap.m 

WRITE NEW COORDINATES 

I I I 

- i COOT 

COOT + CHANGE FORMAT COORDINATES progs2 + COOR 

CALCULATE FIBER COMPOSITE LAYER 

CALCULATE ANLES FROM INTERSECTION POINTS 
WRITE iMATEIiIAL PROPERTIES AND GEOMETRY 

compsi 

I I 

A.DAT RECOMBINE FILES 1-w result.dat 

B.DAT REMOVE DUMMY FILES 

C.DAT 
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Subroutines 

ana. m 

[elphi,elzet,nodes,elrad,elh,nel,connl =ana(coor,conn) 
analyses and calculates cylindrical coordinates of the mesh. 
input: 
coor: (nodes*4) matrix with in the columns nodenumber, x, y, 

conn: (nel*6) matrix with in each row element number, element 

output : 

z, resp. 

type number and the four nodes of the elements 

elphi : 

elzet: 

nodes : 
elrad: 
elh: 
nel : 
conn : 

(nodes) column with the phi values of the nodes in 
successive order 
(nodes) column with the z values of the nodes in 
successive order 
number of nodes 
radius of cylinder 
hight of the cylinder 
number of elements 
(nel*4) matrix with in each row the four nodes of 
element i, when i is the number of the row 

comp . m 
comp ( fib , nel, dmat , df ib , elr ad, el zet, conn, geom, co, dpi ) 
writes the numbers of the elements with no fiber running 
through under the matrix material block. Calculates and writes 
the composite blocks and writes the geometry block with the 
new thickness. 
input: 
fib: 

nel : 
dmat : 
df ib: 
elrad: 
elzet: 
conn : 
geom: 

(nfib*5) matrix with the fiber divided over the 
elements. Each row contains element number, phi first 
point of intersection, phi second point of intersecti- 
on, z first point of intersection, z second intersecti- 

number of elements 
thickness of matrix 
thickness of fiber layer 
(nodes) column with the radius of the nodes 
(nodes) column with the z coordinates of the nodes 
(nel*4) matrix with connectivity 
(6) row with the parameters of the geometry block 

on point 
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co : conical angle 
dpi : 2 *pi 

inf0.m 

Contains some help and info about the conditions to which the 
input files must comply 

inter .m 

[fib] =inter (elzet,elphi,nodes, zet,phi,sizepos,conn,nel,dpi) 
calculates the intersection (phi,z) coordinates of the fiber 
with the element edges. 
input : 
elzet: (nodes) column with the (projected) z values of the 

elphi: (nodes) column with the phi values of the nodes 
nodes: number of nodes 
zet: (sizepos) column with z coordinates of fiber layout 

phi : (sizepos) column with phi coordinates of layout points 
sizepos:number of fiber layout points 
conn : (nel*4) matrix with connectivity of the mesh 
nel : number of elements in mesh 
dpi : 2 *pi 
output : 
fib: (?*5) matrix with the fiber divided over the elements. 

each row contains element number, phi first point of 
intersection, phi second point of intersection, z first 
point of intersection, z second intersection point 

nodes 

points 

proga-files 

AWK data manipulation programs. 

progs-files 

SED data manipulation programs, used for substitution in order 
to get the wanted format of certain values. 

remove. m 

removes all used dummy files 
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showap . m 

[nfib] =showap(dpi,nel,elphi,elzet,phi, zet,conn, fib) 
shows the original and new (defined by intersection points) 
fiber layout in one picture. The picture shows z as a function 
of phi 
input : 
dpi : 
nel : 
elphi : 
elzet: 
phi : 

zet: 
conn : 
fib: 

2 *pi 
number of elements 
(nodes) column with the phi values of the nodes 
(nodes) column with the z values of the nodes 
(sizepos) column with phi coordinates of the fiber 
layout 
(sizepos) column with z coordinates of the fiber layout 
(nel*4) matrix with connectivity of the mesh 
(nfib*5) matrix with the fiber divided over the 
elements. Each row contains element number, phi first 
point of intersection, phi second point of intersecti 
on, z first point of intersection, z second intersecti 
on point 

output: 
nfib: number of rows in fib 
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